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INTRODUCTION
Practically all literature which deals with Catholic education
in the United States refers mostly to Catholic colleges and universities.
The author found it somewhat difficult to collect an abundance of material
which pertains to Catholic parochial schools for two main reasons: First,
Catholic parochial schools in the United States came into existence by
action of the Council of Baltimore in 1384, just eighty years ago. In
the first fifty years of their existence the only literature about such
schools was the published norms set by the said Council to remind Catholics
of their duty to send their children to Catholic schools which were sup-
posed to have been erected in every parish.
Secondly, if one consults an encyclopedia which gives all types
of articles written in the last twenty years, one finds very little
material. However, in the last thirty years there were a few Catholic
priests whc wrote constructively on Catholic parochial schools among
whom we find Joseph H. Fichter, a Jesuit professor of Sociology in
Loyola University in New Orleans.
The development of this study was the product of available books
and writings, which are mentioned in the Bibliography of this report, and
of a long interview the author had with Monsignor Cornelius H. Brown, the
Catholic parish priest of Abilene and Diocesan Superintendent of Salina
for the last twenty-three years, one of the four dioceses of Kansas.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Catholic education is meant to achieve the formation of the
true and finished man of character who will possess the ideals, attitudes,
2and habits demanded from a Christian. This proximate purpose has been
verified in various Catholic writings. The Catholic Encyclopedia
describes education as "the work done by certain agencies and institu-
tions, the home and the school, for the express purpose of training
immature minds." It also says the "education includes all those
experiences by which intelligence is developed, knowledge acquired, and
2
character formed."
The ultimate purpose of Catholic education is to achieve something
beyond that which there is. Such an ultimate purpose is achieved through
the beatific vision by those who after this period of life manage to go
to heaven! In his publication, The Pope and Christian Education , Cohausz
quotes Pius XI as saying:
Christian education provides the most effective means which man
can adopt to fulfill this task, for thereby they co-operate,with
God in bringing both individuals and society to perfection.
In his book New Life in Catholic Schools, Leo R. Ward affirms
that "our Catholic schools were set up to save the morals of boys and
anc
„5
girls" by "a pious d Catholic education of the young to insure their
growing up in faith.'
1
E. A. Pace, "Education," The Catholic ancyclonedia (Hew York:
Robert Appleton Company, 1909) » V, p. 295.
2
Ibid.
Rev. Otto Cohausz, The Pope and Christian Education , trans.
George D. Smith (New York: Benziger Brothers, 1953)* p. 28.
Leo R. Ward, New Life in Catholic Schools , (St. Louis: B.
Herder Book Co., 195877"p. 9.
5Ibid., p. 11 [quotes Archbishop Carroll's first pastoral letter
in 1792].
Among other writers, Monsignor F. G. Hochwalt, the present
director of the Department of Catholic Education in Washington D. C.
,
gives five major objectives of Catholic education:
When a student emerges from our classroom, he should:
1. be physically fit;
2. be competent to deal with economic problems at his level
and at the level of those he will meet in later life;
3. possess and understand individual and social virtues;
4. be culturally developed according to his own personal
qualities of excellence; ,
5. possess the highest possible degree of moral perfection.
Rev. J. A. Burns, in his book The Growth and Development of the
Catholic School System in the United States
,
quotes a decree of the
Plenary Council of Baltimore which deals with the ultimate purpose of
Catholic schools:
...we judge it absolutely necessary that schools should be
established, in which the young may be taught the principles
of faith and morelity, while being instructed in letters .7
The function, administration, and operation of the Catholic
school system was found to be the subject of considerable writing.
In every diocese the bishop is the supreme head from whom
every authority derives. However, he delegates his authority to a
Diocesan superintendent who is responsible to the bishop in all
educational matters within the diocese. A diocesan board of education
helps the superintendent in the execution of his office. A board oi
supervisors which is established by the superintendent helps to improve
the instruction and program of schools. This board helps the Catholic-
school principal to discover weaknesses in the school program and methods
Msgr. Frederick G. Hochwalt, "Catholic Education, U.S.A. -
1963 i " The Catholic School Journal . 63:23-30, p. 2k,
7Rev. J. A. Burns, The Growth xnd Develo pment of the Catholic
School System in the United States, vNew York: Benziger Brothers, 1912),
p. 182.
kof teaching. All this system or network of Catholic school organization
is well explained by Crowley in his book, The Catholic Hifih-Sehocl
Principal ; by Mahoney in his essay, "The Organization of the Diocesan
School System"; by Burns in his book, The Growth and Development of
the Catholic School System in the United States; by the Department of
Education NCWC in its latest publication. The Catholic School
Superintendent , U.S.A, The system of Catholic schools is illustrated by
the following statement from The Catholic School Superintendent ;
The bishop of the diocese holds the first responsibility
for all educational programs within the lu raits of his
diocese.
In most dioceses a Board is appointed by the Most
Heverend Bishop to advise the Superintendent of Schools
and to work together with him in formulating programs and
policies, subject to the final approval of the bishop.
(...)
Such boards are usually consultative in nature. They are
not administrative boards. Therefore, they assist the
Superintendent of Schools by studying with him various educa-
tional problems, and they help him formulate the programs and
policies which are in the best interest of the diocese.
8
Crowley identifies the place of the superintendent as follows:
The diocesan superintendent of schools is the executive
officer of the bishop and the diocesan board of education.
He is charged with the organization of Catholic educational
effort throughout Ms jurisdiction. In a word, he repre-
sents diocesan leadership in Catholic educational endeavor.
His standing is practically the name as that of the state
superintendent of public instruction in the state school
system.
9
o
The Catholic School Superintendent , U.S.A. , ('t/ashington:
Department of Education NCWC, I960), p. 'f.
Francis Crowley, The Catholic Hi^h-School Principal , (New York,
Milwaukee, Chicago: The Bruce Publishing Co., 1935). p. 139.
5As stated in various comments by Religious Superiors in an
editorial, "Fresh Outlook at Catholic Schools," published in Ave Maria
,
April 1962, teachers in C jholic grade-schools are required to hold the
Bachelor's degree; whereas teachers in hi -schools are required to
acquire the Master's degree or the Bachelor's degree plus 16 credits in
religious education. The qualifications required for the Catholic
school principal consist of a Master's degree. Hochwalt in his con-
structive article on "Catholic Education, U.S.A. - 1963t" speaking of
professional growth of teachers and school administrators, remarks:
No school system can afford to stand still. In a small
system, its internal growth may depend upon the active
research of departments of education in our colleges and
universities. (...) In point of fact, a teacher is never
completely educated, but from time to time requires refresher
courses in summer schools, Saturday sessions, or other means.
(...)
Neither the teacher nor the school can afford to stand
still in our times. Professional growth results from
continued planning and research both regional and national
in scope.10
In his article, "Are Parochial Schools Worthwhile?", Fichter
illustrates how the academic achievement made by boys and girls in
Catholic schools is similar to that which is being made in public
schools. His illustration is based on the comparison of results from
similar tests given to students in Catholic and Public Schools.
For more accurate sources of Catholic School function, references
were made in the study to the "Code of Canon Laws" which compiles all
10
Msgr. F. Hochwalt, "Catholic Education, U.S.A. - 1963,"
Catholic School Journal , 63»23-30, January, 1963, p. 25.
Joseph H. Fichter, "Are Parochial Schools Worthwhile?", The
Catholic tforld, 188:362-67, February, 1959 t p. 361*.
12
ecclesiastical laws including those on education. Some explanations
of these laws from which bishops derive their jurisdiction, are based
on "A Text and Commentary ' of Canon Laws by Bouscarin and Ellis.
Of all literature which describes Catholic education, the
encyclical of Pius XI on education is undoubtedly the most important
document. .References are made in this work both from a good America-
1kPress-Edition translation and from an excellent commentary by a German
Jesuit, Rev. Otto Cohausz.
Private Catholic schools, which are run by Religious, have certain
canonical prerogatives as will be pointed out later in this study. These
privileges consist in the fact that the bishop does not possess full
juridical power over them, ^uigley points this out as follows:
Strangely enough, the control of the local ordinary
over the schools in his diocese is by np.means absolute:
it depends on the nature of the school.
Some methods and techniques which teachers adopt in their class-
room are given by the Jesuit Educational Association in the final stages
of this report together with a table which shows frequent tests that
are normally used in Catholic schools.
12
Cardinal Gasparri, (ed.) Codex Juris Canonici
, (Maryland:
The Newman Bookshop, 19*t6).
"*T. L. Bouscarin and A. C. Ellis, Canon Law [A Text and
Commentary.!, (Milwaukee: The Bruce Publishing Co., 1946).
Ik
Pius XI, Encyclical on Education
.
(America Press Edition.
1956)
.
15
Rev. Otto Cohausz, The Pope and Christian Education , trans.
Rev. George D. Smith, (New York: Benziger Brothers, 1953).
16
J. A. Quigley, "Authority of the Local Ordinary over Schools
Conducted by Religious," Jurist , 21:^7-56, January, 1961, p. k8.
7In his yet unpublished material on "Catholic Parochial Schools in
17the United States," Monsignor Cornelius J. Brown, the Diocesan Super-
intendent of Salina for the last twenty-three years, describes how the
diocesan superintendents in Kansas work hand in hand with the State
Department of Public Instruction. He explains the success of the
"companion" system in Kansas which consists in having all Catholic schools
accredited by the State Department of Public Instruction and follow the
sane program which is set for public schools.
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The elimination of religion from public schools and the rapid
growth of secularization, as illustrated in Appendix A on pages 1^8-50
compelled Catholic prelates to convene at Baltimore in 1384 and decree
that every parish should erect a parochial school for Catholic children
in order to preserve the teaching and practice of religion in school.
This gave birth to that type of Catholic education which is being
explained in this report.
The objective of this report is to identify and describe the
make-up of Catholic parochial schools' system in the United States of
America, which started with the decree of the Council of Baltimore in
1884, as it stands at present.
At first these schools were not organized, but by the process
of time they began to be modelled on the same system as public schools
until today we see the birth of what is known as a "companion" system
17
'Msgr. C. J. Brown, "Catholic Parochial Schools in the U.S.A."
(unpublished material preserved in St. Andrews Rectory, Abilene, Kansas).
8which consi3ts in having Catholic and public schools work together.
According to information obtained from Monsignor Brown, the Diocesan
Superintendent of Salina, most Catholic schools in the country are
seeking to be accredited by the State Department of Public Instruction,
In Kansas, for example, the requirements for programs set in the cur-
riculum for Catholic schools come from the State Department of Public
Instruction in Topeka. Before making a change in a Catholic school,
the diocesan superintendent informs the State Department of Public
Inst motion. He actn only upon approval of this Department. On the
other hand, when the State Department of Public Instruction is about
to introduce changes in the programs or curriculum of public schools,
it calls the diocesan superintendents of the state and asks them for
objections to the changes.
Since this companion system is conr iratively new and is in a
process of evolution in quite a few states, it was not possible to
inver tigate and obtain further data.
DEFINITION OF 3MS
Terms which are unique to this study and which need defining are
here listed:
Encyclical—A letter written by the Pope for extensive
circulation.
Pastoral—A letter written by a bishop to the clergy or
people of his diocese.
Canon Laws—-These are church decrees and ecclesiastical
laws which have a disciplinary purpose. These laws, which
amount to twenty-four hundred and fourteen, are found in a
book entitled Codex Juris Canonici or simply the Code.
Ordinary—In the Catholic Church there are two kinds of
bishops: the Ordinary who runs a diocese, and the titular
who has equal rank and dignity but without running a diocese.
Holy See—It implies the whole management of the Soman
Curia under the direction of the Pope.
Holy Office—It is a branch of the Holy See which deals
specifically with official teaching and instructions.
Fontes—It is an abbreviation of "Codicis Juris Canonici
Fontes" which consists of documents to which the footnotes of
Canon Laws refer.
Exempt Religious—Thos. Religious who, apart from imparting
religious instruction to - ae public, receive all directions
and orders not from the bishop but from their major superiors.
Plenary Council—in assembly composed entirely of
ecclesiastical authorities.
Sacra Congregatio Propagandae Fidei—A branch of the Holy
See dedicated to the propagation of faitL and Catholic beliefs.
Diocese—A district with set boundaries over which a bishop
has full jurisdiction.
Diocesan Superintendent—The chief delegate, a sort of a
"vicar general" of the bishop in relation to education in the
entire diocese.
Central or Diocesan schools—Schools designated as such by
a bishop to care for pir Lla of several specified parishes and
having funds and administration under diocesan control.
Parochial schools—Schools in which funds and administration
are under parish control.
Private schools—Schools owned and controlled by religious
congregations more or less independently of parish or diocese.
Neutral schools—Schools which exclude religion from the
curriculum. A typical example of this is found in public
schools of the United States.
Catholic schools—Such schools refer to all those types where
a Catholic education is being given.
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PURPOSES OF THS STOUT
The purposes of this study were:
1. To outline briefly the teachings of the Catholic Church
as they pertain to education.
2. To show historically how Catholic parochial schools, as
known today, came into existence in the United States.
3. To give a comprehensive idea of how the Catholic parochial
school system works in this country and of how it is found
at present from a standpoint of organization, administra-
tion, and operation.
k. To identify the extent of existence and operation of such
Catholic schools in the United States.
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
The literature in relation to Catholic parochial schools in the
United States of America covering the following problem areas was
studied and analyzed:
I. Aim and purposes of Catholic parochial schools.
A. Catholic education.
B. Church teaching.
C. Councils of Baltimore.
II. Organization, administration, and operation of the Catholic
school system.
A. Diocesan board of education.
B. Diocesan Superintendent.
C. Catholic school principal.
11
D. Teacher qualifications,
E. Present trend of Catholic schools,
III, Extent and development of the Catholic parochial school system
in the United States,
A, Distribution of schools.
B, Rate of Growth in enrollment,
THE STUDY
AIM AND PURPOSES OF CATHOLIC PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS
The aim and purposes of Catholic parochial schools is to foster
Catholic education which consists in the formation of the true and
finished man of character who will possess the ideals, attitudes, and
habits demanded from a Christian,
Catholic Sducation
Catholic education has often been defined as the harmonious
development of physical, intellectual, and moral capacities in the
human person. Pope Pius XI aptly designated its aim to "prepare man
for what he must be and what he must do here below in order to attain
l8
the sublime end for which he was created,"
These aims and purposes were further identified by many Catholic
writers of education. Hochwalt stated that "the immediate objectives
(of Catholic education) can be summed up under two prerequisites:
18
Sister Mary Janet, Catholic Secondary Schools, U.S.A. ,
(Washington: Department of Education, N.C.W.C. , I960), p. 8.
12
1. Growth in individual abilities needed for Christlike
living in our American society.
2. Development of understanding, attitudes, and habits
that will perfect the individual in his relationship with
God and the Church, his fellowmen, and the world in which
he lives.!9
Church Teaching
The Catholic Church insists that the home, school, and church
should cooperate closely and share responsibility for all aspects of
pupil growth. On this matter the Bishops of the United States in a
joint statement in 1919 wrote
t
Experience confirms us in the belief that instead of
dividing education among these several agencies (home,
church, and school), each of them should, in its own measure,
contribute to the intellectual, moral, and religious
development of the child, and by this means become helpful
to all the rest.20
In further support of this concept Pope Pius XI in 1929 placed
education within the domain of the three societies:
Education is essentially a social and not a mere individual
activity. Now there are three necessary societies, distinct
from one another and yet harmoniously combined by God, into
which man is born: two, namely, the family and civil society,
belong to the natural order; the third, the Church, to the
supernatural order."
19
Msgr. F. Hochwalt, "Catholic Education, U.S.A. - 1963»"
Catholic School Journal, 63:23-30, January, 1963.
20
Janet, op. cit.
,
p. 8.
iPierre Conway, Principles of Education, (Washington: The
Thomist Press, I960), p. 156.
13
The Councils of Baltimore
In the United States the necessity of Catholic education was
22
emphasized by the three Councils of Baltimore. The third of these
Councils cited on the subject an Instruction of the Holy Office to the
te<3
2k
23
Bishops of the Uni d States, and an encyclical of Leo XIII to the
bishops of France.
The need of Catholic schools was much felt as the public schools
in the United States, because of their "neutral" character, were of the
25kind which Catholics were forbidden to attend. m Hence, the Third
Plenary Council of Baltimore decreed that
l
I. Near each church, where it does not yet exist, a
parochial school is to be erected within two years from the
promulgation of this Council, and is to be maintained in
perpetuum , unless the bishop, on account of grave difficulties,
judge a postponement be allowed,
II. A priest who, by his grave negligence, prevents the
erection of a school within this time, or its maintenance, or
who, after repeated admonitions of the bishop, does not attend
to the matter, deserves removal from that church.
III. A mission or a parish which so neglects to assist a
priest in erecting or maintaining a school, that by reason
of this supine negligence the school is rendered impossible,
should be reprehended by the bishop and, by the most effica-
cious and prudent means possible, induced to contribute the
necessary support.
22
Cone . Bait . I, n. XIII. Cone . Bait . II, n. **30. Cone .
Bait . Ill , nn. 19^199.
23Holy Office . November 2k % 1&75. Pontes , n. 10^6, Vol. IV,
p. 362.
2k
Leo XIII, Nobilissima Gallorum Gens , February 8, 1884.
Fontes , n. 590.
25
Codex Juris Canonici
. op. cit., p. 137^.
Ik
IV. All Catholic parents are bound to send their children
to the parochial schools, unless either at home or in other
Catholic schools they may sufficiently and evidently provide
for the Christian education of their children, or unless it
be lawful to send them to other scho Is on account of a
sufficient cause, approved by the bishop, and with opportune
cautions and remedies. As to what is a Catholic school, it
is left to the judgement of the Ordinary to define.
This Council was attended in 188^ by eleven archbishops, sixty
bishops, several abbots, the superiors of seminaries and of various
religious orders, and a large number of theologians. The reported
spread of secularization in American public schools as seen in Appendix
A, p. kS led the Fathers of this Council to formulate the above decrees.
The Third Plenary Council of Baltimore through its decrees and
actions must be recognized as: (1) responsible for the establishment of
the Catholic parochial school system in the United States and (2)
identifying the administrative and control structure for the operation
of 6uch schools. The reason identified to justify this movement was
secularization in public schools which developed schools of a character-
istic forbidden to American Roman Catholics.
The Council felt it was necessary to define broadly the structure
of a school system to accomplish the Catholic school purpose.
ORGANIZATION, ADMINISTRATION, AND OPERATION
OF THE CATHOLIC PAROCHIAL SCHOOL SYSTO*
The Catholic parochial school system is mainly diocesan in
structure with the bishop as the highest and central authority who
26
Rev. J. A. Burns, The Growth and Development of the Catholic
School System in the United States
, (New York, Cincinnati, Chicago:
Benziger Brothers, 1912), p. 195.
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derives his juridical power from the Codex Juris Canonici cc. 1381,
1382:
The Church has the inalienable right as well as the
indispensable duty of watching over the entire education
of her children, in all institutions, public or private,
not merely in regard to the religious instruction there
given, but also in regard to every other branch of learning
and to every regulation where religion and morality are
concerned.*'
The policy of the bishop is generally to act through the diocesan
school superintendent and, where organized, through the Catholic
school boards as well. The superintendent reports to both the bishop
and the school board, which may consist of diocesan priests, men and
women of various religious communities, and outstanding lay leaders in
the diocese. The bishop has full authority over all diocesan teaching
communities and works harmoniously with private religious communities.
With the bishop's consent, teachers and principals in private schools
are appointed by religious communities; whereas in parish or diocesan
schools such appointments belong exclusively to the Ordinary or to the
pastor when delegated by the bishop.
Organisation and Administration
From the standpoint of administration in elementary and high
schools there are three types of Catholic parochial schools: Central
29
or Diocesan, Parochial, and Private. This distinction is not perfectly
accurate because many parochial and private schools really function as
27
Codex Juris Canonici , og. cit., pp. 437, ^7^.
28
Bouscarin and KLlis, 0£. cit ., p. 700.
29
Janet, oj>. cit ., p. k.
16
central schools either through arrangement with the bishop or through
cooperation among several parishes. Table I shows a contrast of
administrative control for the years 19^7 and 1956
i
TABLE I
PERCENTAGE CONTRAST OF ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROL
FOR THE YEARS 19^7 AND 1956
19^7 1256
Parochial 55.6* ^5.1#
Private 36.9* 36.9*
Diocesan 1*% 18.0*
Source: Dept. of Education, N.C.W.C.,
Washington 5« D. C, I960.
The diocesan school organization is modeled on the typical state
board of education of public schools. The superintendent is the chief
executive of the diocesan board which has supreme power derived directly
30from the bishop. This type of organization is illustrated in Figure I
on page 18 • The dioceses of Cleveland and Philadelphia are typical
examples.
A board of supervisors for various academic areas helps the
superintendent and the diocesan board to improve teaching methods and
the general school program.
30"
^Codex Juris Canonici
.
oj>. cit. , c. 1J82 [for juridical power].
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The Private or Religious type of organization is somewhat
different from the diocesan. Whereas in the diocesan organization the
bishop has full control over the pastor and, through the superintendent,
over the principal, in the Private or Religious school system the bishop
has no juridical power over the Provincial or Major Superior unless it
is specified by Canon Law. However, certain norms are established
between the bishop and the Religious Major Superior in order that the
private school principal may avoid receiving contrary orders or direc-
tions. An outline of this structure is given in Figure II on page 19.
The structure of the parochial school system is once again
different from the previous two systems. Here the principal is the
pastor himself who derives direct directions from the bishop. The
superintendent's role is that of an advisor to the pastor. Although
this type of Catholic school organization is still found in most of the
elementary schools, yet it is becoming less popular and it is hoped
that by the process of time it will be absorbed into the diocesan
system. Monsignor Joseph P. Kelly confirms this trend in a discussion
he had in I96O1
The parochial school as an independent, parish-controlled
operation is an anachronism. For the greater good, all
parochial schools should become diocesan schools. We speak
•^TTOTE: According to the Canon Law No. 1381, the Ordinary has
direct authority over anything that pertains to Religious Instruction
in his diocese. Exempt Religious Orders may introduce new academic
fields in their schools with the approval of the Provincial without
any need of referring to the Ordinary. [Vid. Bouscarin and Ellis,
0£. cit.
, p. 700],
32
Rev. Charles J. Mahoney, "The Organization of the Diocesan
School System," Essays on Catholic Education in the United States
,
Roy J. Deferrari Ced. ) ,"Twashington : The Catholic University of America
Press, 19^2), p. 78.
18
FIGURE I» DIOCESAN OR CENTRAL ORGANIZATION
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BOARD OF EDUCATION
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Advisory Relations
Source: Adapted from The Catholic School Superintendent % U.S.A,
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FIGURE II. PRIVATE OR RELIGIOUS TYPE OF ORGANIZATION
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BOARD OF EDUCATION
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Advisory Relations —~
>
Source: Adapted from The Organization of the Diocesan School System
.
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loosely of a Catholic school system, but only a few dioceses
approach education systematically.53
Figure IH on page 21 shows the organization of the parochial school
system.
In what pertains to examinations and certifications for teachers
and to the board of supervision, the mentioned types of Catholic schools
function in the same way. However, in the parochial system, the pastor,
at least theoretically, may employ teachers without approval through the
diocesan board of education.
Diocesan Board of Sducation
The diocesan board of education has, more or less, the same
powers over Catholic schools as the state board of education has over
public schools.
Early diocesan boards of education were composed of the pastor
and two lay delegates from each of the parishes and were presided over
by the bishop. This board had a double purpose: (a) to secure means
in order to establish new parochial schools and (b) to exercise a
general supervisory control over the schools of the diocese. The chief
purpose of earl;/ diocesan boards of education was to receive applications
for school fund? and to distribute them under the direction of the
bishop. Burns identifies the first move toward the Diocesan Board as
follows;
"'Quoted in America , 103:9, May 28, i960, by Hsgr. Joseph P.
Kelly in a discussion on whether parish schools should be diocesan or
not.
"Decree on Catechetical Instruction," Actn. Postolicae 3edis
[Official Bulletin of the Holy See], Vol. 27, pTTT+5.
21
FIGURE III. PAROCHIAL TYPE OF ORGANIZATION
OTPBRIHTENDENT
BOARD OF
SUPERVISORS
BISIOP
PASTOR
[PrincipalJ
ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL
TEACHERS
BOARD OF EDUCA ION
COMMISSION FOR
EXAMINATIONS &
CERTIFICATIONS
Line of Authority ————
—
Advisory Relations —
Source: Adapted from The Organization of the Diocesan School System
.
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The first noteworthy diocesan effort in this direction was
made by the Rt. Rev. John Nepomucene Neumann, of Philadelphia,
in the year 1852. A 'Central Board of Education' was formed,
composed of the pastor and two lay delegates from each of the
parishes in the city, and presided over by the bishop. One
of the chief objects was to secure means for the opening of
new parochial schools; but it was also planned to endow the
Board with a general supervisory control of the schools. The
Board's duties were to be: '1. General applications for aid.
2. Recommendation of a general plan of instruction for all
the parochial schools. J>, The distribution, under the direc-
tion of the bishop, of such funds as they may receive, k. And
all such other powers as may be added hereto by the unanimous
action of the board. '55
Over the years, some confusion existed as to the exact powers
conferred upon the board with that which pertains to examinations
and certifications of teachers. At first, as pointed out by Dr.
Voelker:
Three types of boards came into being: Diocesan boards of
examination, given pOv/er by the bishops to examine and certify
teachers; Diocesan boards of education with full authority
over school matters in the diocese including the certification
of teachers; and local boards in urban and rural districts.
™
Each of these acted independently of the other. Today each diocese has
only one diocesan board of education with a commission appointed for
examinations and certifications. The entire board which consists of
well qualified priests is app inted by the bishop. Outstanding lay
Catholics may also be members of the board. The number of board members
varies from diocese to diocese. Generally it ranges from 6i:: to
fifteen.57
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nBums, eg. cit., pp. 199-200.
^fahoney, ££. cit ., p. 71,
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The Catholic School Superintendent , U.S.A. , op . cit ., p. 5.
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The main concern of the diocesan board of education is the
improvement of instruction in all the schools of the diocese. Speaking
of early diocesan boards, Mahoney remarks:
They relieved the bishop of the immediate responsibility
of school inspection, brought encouragement to the teaching
staff of the school in their annual visitations, and in
general aroused a keen interest in the parish school and
everything pertaining to it. Their greatest contribution was
the raising of teaching efficiency to the standards of the
day. Exercising their functions of supervision and direction
in a period when buildings and inadequate material equipment
formed the chief problem of the struggling parish schools,
they succeeded in laying the foundation and framework of
uniformity that later was to develop into well-organized
diocesan systems of education.5"
In what pertains to academic achievement, the board wants Catholic
schools to be on the same level with public schools and, if possible,
even better! In order to attain such an end, testing programs are
instituted to raise the standards of instruction. They consist of
yearly examinations set up by the supervisors under the direction of the
superintendent. In many dioceses the practice exists of having com-
mittees of teachers rate student papers. In others, standard achieve-
ment tests are administered. Similarly, a lot of "constructive work in
testing is being done in the diocesan office today by making diagnostic
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and remedial tests available to schools."^ This work has served to
create "interest in the improvement of instruction and in particular to
bring assistance to the under-privileged and retarded child. Such a
remedial program is usually carried on in conjunction with the child
welfare department of the Catholic charities and with civic psychiatric
Mahoney, o£. cit
. , p. 72.
39Ibid.
, p. 81.
2k
clinics where and when it is deemed prudent for superintendents to avail
ko
themselves of the personnel of the latter."
Diocesan Superintendent
The office of the Catholic School Superintendent is not provided
in Canon Law. This means that it is not an ecclesiastical institution
but an American invention.
Since the diocesan Superintendent of Schools is peculiarly
an American institution, it is not mentioned in the general
Canon Law of the Church.^1
In this respect, this job varies from one diocese to another. The
bishop, usually appoints a priest as the chief school officei if the
diocese. This priest carries the title of Superintendent of Schools,
Secretary of Education, or Secretary of the School Board. His office
la equivalent to that of the chief school officer in the public school
district who has been traditionally known as the Superintendent of
k2
Schools.
In a diocese, according to Canon Law, the bishop ilone is
responsible for providing Catholic formation for all his people both
young and old. However, since, due to his manifold duties, the bishop
cannot concentrate thoroughly on the education of children in his
diocese, the superintendent carries all the burden on his shoulders in
what pertains to education and is responsible for all school programs
and for anything done in parochial schools.
Un
Ibid, pp. 81-82.
"The Catholic School Superintendent , U.S.A. , op . cit., p. 3.
k2
Ibid
.
Codex Juris Canonici , op . cit ., c. 1336.
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The superintendent represents the bishop in all contacts made
with local, state, and federal officials regarding Catholic schools.
He has the duty to enforce regulations which affect the education of
all American Catholic children and to comply with all civil require-
ments. He is directly responsible to the bishop for the supervision
by the personnel under his direction, of state laws governing accredita-
tion, curriculum, school plants, safety and health requirements.
As the chief school officer of the diocese, he also meets with
the superintendents of the other dioceses to discuss common problems
and to work out proposals which are formulated to provide a more
efficient, a more effective, and a more unified program. Bei ^re the
superintendent implements new planr. and proposals, he must always have
M
the bishop's approval.
One of the superintendents main duties is to inspect educational
facilities and programs and to determine whether or not they meet
adequate standards and to assist in improving the performance of
teachers and the achievement of the students through ever;- possible
channel. To render things easier, several of the superintendents have
appointed a board of supervisors. Its job is:
...to make regular visitations to each classroom in every
school of the diocese, or to each individual unit under his
charge. Report forms are made up which are then submitted to
the superintendent and in which the strengths and the weak-
nesses of the instructional program are indicated.
Hsgr. C. J. Brown, in a personal interview with the author of
this report on the subject of the job of the Diocesan Superintendent.
Hi^Msgr. C. J. Brown, "Organization of Catholic Parochial Schoo
unpublished material read at St. Andrew's Rectory, Abilene, Kansas.
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The National Catholic Welfare Conference describes in one of its
publications how in some dioceses, special education supervisors, such
as music supervisors, art supervisors, and so on with other subject
fields, are appointed. In the Catholic system, this type of supervision,
which is being increasingly strengthened, makes the program achieve its
46
goals more effectively.
The kind of practical relations of the diocesan superintendent
with the school board and supervisors a: listed in Appendix D on
page 56. They originated in the Diocese of Philadelphia but they
gradually extended to all other dioceses of the country.
The School Principal
The principal may be considered as the "chief agent" of the
parish priest in whom all canonical authority is vested by reason of his
office. The pastor's relation with the principal is more or less
similar to the bishop's relation with the superintendent. The
principal is the one who runs the school but always subject to the
approval of the pastor.
It is taken for granted that the principal is a trained teacher,
selected from many other teachers by his or her superiors as a qualified
person to assume and bear the responsibility of managing, to the best
of his or her ability, the school over which he or she is placed. It
is also taken for granted that the person assigned to the position has
all the necessary qualifications for successful leadership in that
position.
46
The Catholic School Superintendent
, U.S.A+ , op. pit , p. 8.
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It is the pastor's duty to supervise and to see how things are
getting on. He should encourage both principal and teachers, and make
them feel a sense of responsibility and importance*
Principal ' s Qualifications
In comments made by Heligious Superiors on "Fresh Outlook at
Catholic Schools," published in Ave Maria for April, 1962, it was noted
that with what pertains to the qualifications of a Catholic school
principal the general trend is toward requiring at least two years of
teaching experience plus at least one year of graduate work, with
emphasis on school administration. Most dioceses have set standards
both for the superintendent of schools and the high school principal.
Every diocese should have a certification requirement for all types of
administrative positions. The requirements just mentioned are con-
sidered to be "minimum requirements." Moreover, it was also state in
the above mentioned publication that the ideal goal in what pertains
to school administrators may be briefly stated as follows: a Master's
Degree in order to qualify for a principal and a Ph.D. or fid.D. in
order to become a superintendent.
The professional courses of the Catholic high-school principal
are centered mainly in Education, Psychology, Administration, educa-
tional measurements and methods, as well as in practice teaching and
school supervision. Appendix B on page 52 gives an outline of the
number and percentages of high-school principals who have taken certain
courses in education. Appendix C gives another conspectus showing the
professional courses that have been found as most beneficial to Catholic
principals in their daily work.
47Crowley, oj>. cit.
, pp. 65, 70.
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The present status of principal3hip in Catholic schools needs
to be improved. As regards to such improvement here are seventeen
suggestions pointed out by Crowley in his book, The Catholic Hipjh School
Principal :
1. Require additional training or special preparation for
the work and provide specific courses in a unitary curriculum
for high-school administrators in Catholic colleges and uni-
versities.
2. Relieve the principals of teaching duties, prefacting,
community supervision, and the overwhelming number of "small
jobs" which now make supervision impossible.
3. Provide in-service training to insure professional
development through summer schools, educational conferences,
mo s jrofessional reading and visitation of other schools
"whe.a 'notable 1 work of any particular nature is being done".
k. Guarantee more power and initiative, through recognition
on the part of the local superior that "the principal ought
to make decisions in school matters," and "should have complete
charge of the school."
5. A clear definition in written form by diocesan or com-
munity authorities of the principal's duties and prerogatives.
6. Exercise better judgement in the selection of candidates
for the position, choosing them because of ability or special
training and not because of age or seniority.
7. Select only those who have had successful and adequate
experience as high-school teachers.
8. Educate those in authority to the point where they will
be convinced of the need of special training for the Catholic
high-school principal.
9. Centralize facilities so as to make efficient administra-
tive set-ups possible.
10. Guarantee tenure, using efficient principals in an
administrative capacity, even if transfer to other sections
of the country at periodic intervals is necessary.
11. Provide more teachers and let them teach fewer subjects,
an objective which can be reached through the widespread
employment of lay teachers.
12. Provide more material aids for use in the solution of
problems of curriculum construction, articulation, etc.
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13. Encourage the assumption of executive p; ,ers by
diocesan superintendents and provide for their jtive parti-
cipation in the high-school field, so that they may function on
the same plane as county or city superintendents of schools,
l*f. Agitate for the org. tion of a National Conference
of Catholic Secondary-Schoox principals. [Note: This could
apply also to the Catholic Elementary-School Principals.].
15. Secure more contacts with public-school officials to
offset the tendency towarc professional complacency which
leads to ultimate stagnation.
16. Guarantee the prin ipal a voice in community affairs, so
as to give him some say in the appointment of teachers for his
school.
17. Insure the payment of an adequate salary.
Teacher Tualifications
The specific qualifications required for teachers who teach in
parochial schools are generally set up by the superintendent. The
Third Plenary Council of Baltimore decreed that the Ordinary of the
diocese should establish a Diocesan Examination Commission, which was
to consist of one or more priests skilled in school affairs appointed
by the bishop. The Commission was to examine candidates for teaching
positions in the parish schools and to certify them through a teaching
certificate or diploma. In comments made by Beligious Superiors in
Ave Maria for April, 1962, it was pointed out that practically all
Brothers and Sisters who teach in grade schools are now required to
have at least an A. B. Degree. Some congregations require of their
teachers a minimum of 16 credit hours in religious education beyond the
Bachelor's Degree. All Brothers and Sisters who teach in a high school
Ibid.
. pp. 197, 198.
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need to have a Bachelor's Degree, plus at least half of the required
La
work for a Master's Degree. Many of them have a Master's Degree. 7
Improvement of teacher education has likewise been effected
through the practice of requiring, from religious superiors, specific
records of the scholastic career of each teacher who enters the system,
the various courses which the teacher has pursued, and degrees and
certificates attained. Very often, superintendents require from the
religious superior an advanced list of appointment of principals and
teachers to the various schools in the system. Evidence of this trend
was pointed out several years ago by Mahoney when he wrote on "teacher
qualifications" for diocesan schools:
In some dioceses the matter has been satisfactorily
approached through affiliating normal schools with educa-
tion departments of Catholic colleges and universities within
or near the diocese. Such arrangements permit the prospec-
tive teacher to pursue his education partly in the normal
school, partly in the college or the university. Following
the equivalent of four years' training in liberal and
professional courses leading to the Bachelor of Science
degree, elementary teachers are duly certified in the
diocesan office. For those preparing to teach on the secon-
dary level, additional hours are required leading to the
Master' degree. In each case the courses are specifically
directed toward teaching in the elementary and high school
respectively.
^
While schools require buildings and equipment, the heart of the
school is the teacher. Pope Pius XI said:
Perfect schools are the result not so much of good
methods as of good teachers, teachers who are thoroughly
prepared and well grounded in the matter they have to
teach; who jwssess the intellectual and moral qualifica-
tions required by their important office.
5
1
*f9
^"Fresh Outlook at Catholic Schools," Ave Maria
. 95:17, April,
1962.
50 "51
^Mahoney, eg,, cit
. ,
p. 86. * Cohausz, og. cit.
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The Jesuit Educational Association has described the ideal
situation in a classroom in the following way:
Class Groups are generally so organized and conducted that
students
:
- have a feeling of belonging
- understand what their goals are
- have tasks in which they can succeed
- are challenged to extend themselves in work that seems
to them worthwhile
- work together with common plan for a common purpose
- can receive support from the teacher and help when needed
Teachers of parochial schools are practical persons who:
- like young people and understand them
- can influence people without dominating them
- can create a feeling of mutual confidence between teacher
and student
- can bolster a boy's self-confidence without making him un-
self critical
- can understand and accept with tolerance a wide diversity
of personalities
- have a sense of humor and can maintain it over the long
stretch
- have a high degree of integrity and respect for the persons
of their students. 52
Staff of Parochial Schools
The greatest number of teachers and administrators in Catholic
parochial schools are Sisters of various Orders and Congregations in
the Church. Most boys 1 schools are taught by priests and men of
religious Orders. However in recent years there has been a remarkable
increase of lay men and women on the teaching staffs of these schools.
Table II gives a conspectus of the constant numerical increase of lay
teachers in parochial schoolsi
'
Proceedings of the Fourth Principals ' Institute , aegis College
.
Denver
.
August 2-13. 195oT*(New York: Jesuit Educational Association,
1959), p. 20.
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TABLE II
NUMERICAL GROWTH OF LAY TEACHERS IN ELEMENTARY AND
SECONDARY SCHOOLS FROM 1920 to 196l
YEAR ELEMENTARY TEACHERS SECONDARY TEACHERS
1920 2,989 3,^
19*K) 3,6^3 M23
1950 krfte 10,823
1960 29,050 10,823
1961 32,723 12,^70
Source: Editorial, Catholic School Journal , Jan. 1963, p. 3L,
The number 32,723 of elementary lay teachers is equivalent to
29.5 per cent of the total teaching staff. The rest of the staff
amounting to 70.5 per cent consists of religious. The number 12,^70
of secondary lay teachers is equivalent to 26.7 per cent of the total
teaching staff. The rest of the staff amounting to 73.3 per cent
consists of religious.
Eyalu.- ;ion of Educational Program
In order that teachers may evaluate good educational progr is,
various types of tests, which measure the achievement, aptitude,
ability, and intelligence of children in various subjects, are provided
by the superintendent. Supervisors and evaluating committees, aided by
all school personnel in the diocese, work out methods of studying and
analyzing existing programs. With the use of such material, teachers
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work to improve the school program. Philip Stack, (see Table III, page
3*0 illustrates a number of test types in use in Catholic schools.
Present Trend of Catholic Schools
Since the Council of Baltimore of 1884 Catholic parochial schools
have been organized in every diocese throughout the United States. In
the beginning they encountered a lot of difficulties partly because of
financial crises and partly because of lack of personnel on the teaching
staff.
Today most of these problems have bsen solved particularly in
the bigger dioceses such as the dioceses of New York, Cleveland, and
Philadelp La. Catholic schools have been organized on the same pattern
as public schools and find themselves on equal footing in what pertains
to academic achievement as was noted by J. H. Fichter, a Jesuit pro-
fessor of Sociology in Loyola University of New Orleans, in his
investigations in the State of Louisiana:
Tests administered to the children in both schools at the
same grade levels showed remarkably similar results. The
California Test of Personality revealed practically no dif-
ference in the mean score of the two schools, when we broke
down the test to its major segments, we found that where the
public school pupils did well, so did the parochial school
pupils, .fliere one school did poorly, so did the other. In
both schools the girls tested better on social adjustment than
did the boys. In both schools, for some odd reason we have
not yet discovered, the seventh grade did more poorly than
either the sixth or the eighth grade. The pupils in both
schools had approximately the same opinions about great per-
sons in history, were interested in the same television shows
and the same movie stars.
In an interview the author of this report had recently with
Monsignor C. J. Brown, the Diocesan Superintendent of Salina for the
last twenty-three years, he was Informed that the present trend is for
parochial schools to become accredited by the State Department of Public
3h
TABLE III
TYPES OF TESTS MOST FREQUENTLY USED BY THE
CATHOLIC SECONDARY SCHOOLS
TYPES OF TESTS
NUMBER
OF TIKES
MENTIONED
PERCENTAGE
TIMES
MENTIONED
DIFFERENT
TESTS
MENTIONED
Intelligence 1,076 55.56 25
Interest 221 11.51 6
Achievement 168 8.75 18
Reading ito 7.^5 15
Aptitude 86 k.kS 17
Educational * 2.81 1*
Personality- 27 1.^7 8
Screening 13 0.68 6
Prognostic 12 O.63 5
Diagnostic 7 0.36 3
Beligion 2 0.10 2
Other 119 6.20
119Total 1,919 100.0
Source: Philip Lawrence Stack, A National Study of the Guidance
Services in the Secondary Schools, (Washington: The Catholic University
of America Press, 1958), p. 65.
[NOTE: Number of schools responding: 775
Number of schools no response: 225J
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Instruction. The State of Kansas was one of the first states to move
in this direction. As a matter of fact, since 1958 there have been
regular meetings between the four diocesan superintendents of the four
dioceses of Kansas, and the State Department of Public Instruction in
Topeka. Since 195^ all teachers who teach in the Catholic parochial
schools of Kansas must be certified by the State Department of Public
Instruction. Since that year the curriculum of the Catholic schools in
Kansas has been essentially the same one which is set for public schools.
The only difference lies in the fact that in Catholic schools the
teaching of religion is obligatory and it is more oriented to be the
center of the curriculum. However, all Catholic schools in this state
are inspected for accreditation by the State Department of Public
Instruction in the same manner and under the same standards of "Bulletin
301" as public schools.
Monsignor Brown has also pointed out that in Kansas the Diocesan
Superintendent does nothing without the consent of the State Department.
On the other hand, the State Department of Public Instruction does not
make changes in educational programs or requirements without first
consulting the four Catholic diocesan superintendents. This mutual
agreement between the State Department of Public Instruction in Topeka
and the four diocesan superintendents in what pertains to education in
the State of Kansas is now an established policy.
According to the Diocesan Superintendent of Salina, this companion
system, as it is known in thi3 state, has produced great harmony between
the public and Catholic parochial schools throughout the state. He
5*?
Note: The four Catholic Superintendents of Kansas are: Msgr.
Cornelius J. Brown for the Diocese of Salina; Kev. Joseph Stremel for
the Diocese of Dodge City; Msgr. Arthur Barth for the Diocese of Wichita;
Msgr. Henry Gardner for the Diocese of Kansas City, Kansas.
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emphasized that "this system brought a feeling of unity and equality and
not of separation or competition."
This "companion" system which has reached its acme in the State
of Kansas is now in the process of adoption in other states like
Nebraska and Missouri. It will certainly take several years more to be
Introduced in all the states of the Union!
Toward the end of the interview with the Catholic Diocesan
Superintendent of Salina, the author of this report was told that the
policy of every diocese throughout the country has always been to put
Catholic schools on the same standard with public schools. Apart from
the fact that Catholic schools have become an integral part of the
American educational system, they also won recognition by State Depart-
ment officials because of the constant academic achievement they have
55had so far.
Catholic parochial schools in the United States have followed
a pattern in growth and development which is remarkably similar to that
of the public schools. Major points of similarity include: (1) the
diocese as the basic unit of responsibility and control which corres-
ponds to the State for public schools; (2) a functioning diocesan board
and superintendent which functions in much the same manner as does the
State Board and the State Superintendent; (3) the local parish which
resembles the local school district; (k) the parish priest who has
practically the same functions as the local superintendent; (5) the
principals and teachers all of whom are appointed on the basis of the
same qualities and certifications as those of public schools.
'Consigner C. J. Brown, in an interview with the author of this
report in January, 1964, in Abilene, Kansas.
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EXTENT AND DEVELOPMENT OF CATHOLIC SCHOOL
SYSTEM IN THE UNITED STATES
The Catholic dioceses in the U.S.A. have furnished the country
with thousands of elementary and high schools as well as with many
colleges and universities which have had a considerable influence over
the nation*
Distribution of Schools
Catholic schools are found in every state and diocese of the
United States. Wyoming has two high schools whereas New York has two
hundred and sixty-six. Most Catholic high schools are located in urban
centers, and such schools enroll more than 90 per cent of the Catholic
high school students. These data are taken from Janet's publication
t
Catholic Secondary Schools , U.S.A.
A brief outline of the distribution of Catholic schools and
students together with the growth rate during the decade 1950 to I960
is given in Table IV on pages ko and kl»
All elementary and secondary schools are mainly organized on
either the eight-four grade system or on the six-three-three year plan.
According to Monsignor Brown, the percentage of either one is more or
less the same as public schools. The reasons for this percentile
similarity was based on the fact that in every diocese Catholic schools
follow the same grade system of public schools in their area.
A few cities, such as Kansas City, have added a ninth grade to
the existing eight year elementary schools. This ninth grade is
established "where there is no Catholic high school and where public
38
schools have a 6-3-3 year plan." In such cases, pupils may go directly
from parochial school "to the public senior high school without having
to spend one year in the public junior high."57
Hate of Growth in Enrollment
Conley identified the rate of growth in enrollment of Catholic
schools with that of public schools. Very significant is the rate of
increase in Catholic school enrollment. I; his study of Catholic educa-
tion, Conley noted that "for every 100 pupils enrolled in public
elementary schools in 1950, there were l*f2 enrolled in I960; but for
every 100 enrolled in Catholic elementary schools in 1950, there were
171 in I960. Catholic elementary schools increased their enrollment
by 1,813,000 in the ten-year period.""
In public high schools, for every 100 students enrolled in
1950 there were ikS enrolled in i960; while in Catholic high
schools, for every 100 students enrolled in 1950 there were 17*f
in I960. The numerical increase in students in the Catholic
high schools from 1950 to I960 was 375,000.59
Thus Conley concludes that "the importance of the Catholic high
school in providing education for this number of American youth cannot
be disregarded." He also remarks:
During the decade of the sixties, it is estimated, classrooms
will have to be provided for 8,100,000 additional youth. If
Catholics continue to take care of the same percentage as at
present - Ik per cent of elementary children and 9.5 per cent of
high school-students - the magnitude of our task can be
estimated.
56 57
* Janet, 0£. cit.
, pp. 6-7. Ibid .
58
-^William H. Conley, "The Study of Catholic Education," National
Catholic Educational Association Bulletin
. Vol. LIX, No. 2, (Nov. 1962),
p. 18.
59Ibid. 60Ibid. 6lIbid.
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The extent and development of Catholic school systems in the
United States of America is better understood by having a conspectus of
the numerical growth of Catholic Church membership as well as of Catholic
parochial schools and students during the decade 1950 to I960. Table IV
on pages *K) and *fl illustrates this rate growth. According to statistics
given in the Official Catholic Directory , i960, one could deduce the
following:
Twenty-one states, together with the District of Columbia, have
only one diocese. There are nine states with two dioceses each; whereas
five states have three dioceses each, another five states, including
Kansas, have four dioceses. There are five dioceses in California,
Indiana, Michigan, and Wisconsin. Six dioceses are found in Illinois,
Minnesota, and Ohio. The states of Pennsylvania and Texas have seven
dioceses; whereas the state of New York alone has eight dioceses, the
highest in the entire country.
The Catholic population is highest in the state of New York with
almost 6,000,000. Pennsylvania and California have over 3,000,000
Catholics, while the states of Illinois, Massachusetts, and New Jersey
have around 2,500,000. Over 1,000,000 Cathclic3 are found in Connecticut,
Louisiana, Michigan, Ohio, Texas, and Wisconsin. Four states: Indiana,
Minnesota, Missouri, and Rhode Island have a Catholic population which
ranges from 500,000 to 1,000,000. The Catholics in the rest of the
states number less than 100,000 each.
Table IV shows that the highest number of Catholic schools and
students are found in those states which have the highest Catholic
population. The states of New York and Pennsylvania have over 1,000
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Catholic elementary schools with 500,000 students in each of them. The
elementary schools in California, Illinois, Massachusetts, Michigan,
New Jersey, Ohio, and Wisconsin range from k22 to 799. In these states
the number of students ranges between 100,000 and 500,000. Thirteen
states have an average of 200 elementary schools. Four states: Alaska,
Nevada, Utah, and Wyoming have less than ten elementary schools;
the number of students in each of these states is less than *f,000.
The secondary schools re much less numerous than the elementary.
New York State has the highest number, 266. California, Illinois,
Massachusetts, Michigan, Ohio, and Pennsylvania have more than a hundred
high schools. Catholic students in the parochial high schools of New
York State reach almost 150,000. The smallest number of secondary
schools are found in the states of Alaska, Idaho, North Carolina, Nevada,
Utah, and Wyoming. Students who attend secondary schools in these states
number less than 1,000. The average number of secondary schools for the
states not mentioned is near tliirty-five ; whereas the number of students
is about 10,000.
A careful observation of Table IV will show that the students'
rate of growth from 1950 to I960 is considerably larger than the schools'
rate of growth during the same decade. In Arkansas, for example, while
the number of elementary schools has remained the same, the number of
students increased by almost 3*000. Similar growth was found in
Tennessee in what pertains to secondary schools. In California,
Catholic schools had doubled and the number of students tripled; in Iowa,
Kansas, and few other states the number of students had doubled while
there was at the same time a considerable decrease in the number of
schools. In Iowa, for example, there were 125 high schools with 8,703
students in 1950 while in I960 there were 100 high schools with 16,558
students. In Kansas there were 187 elementary schools with 22,210
students in 1950, while there were only 166 elementary schools with
37«098 students in i960. According to Honsignor Brown's informations,
in some states Catholics undergo financial crises which compel them to
close schools while at the same time they keep on over-crowding classes
of the other schools they still keep open with additional enrollments.
The Orthodox Catholics, who were not mentioned in Table IV, had
fifty-six elementary schools with 12,771 students and seven secondary
schools with 858 students in i960. The Official Catholic Directory ,
i960 gives a total of 10,572 elementary schools with ^,285,896 students
over a total of 7»91^ elementary schools with 2,V?7,7*fl students in
1950; also, a total of 2,^33 secondary schools with 8Mf,299 students in
I960 over a total of 1,^33 secondary schools with 32^,398 students in
1950.
-SUMMARY
This study of Catholic parochial schools in the United States of
America was meant particularly to explain the whole make-up of the
Catholic parochial schools* system in the United States together with
its extent ttd present development.
The purposes of this study weret (1) to outline briefly the
teachings of the Catholic Church as they pertain to education; (2) to
show histoidcally how Catholic parochial schools, as known today, came
into existence in the United States; (3) to give a comprehensive idea
of how the Catholic parochial school system works in this country and
of how it is found at present from the standpoint of organization,
kk
administration, and operation; CO to identify the extent of existence
and operation of such Catholic schools in the United States.
In the words of Fope Pius XI, the aim of Catholic education is
"to prepare man for what he must be and what he must do here below in
order to attain the sublime end for which he was created." This purpose
was already underlined by a joint statement made in 1919 by the bishops
of the United States.
In a Recent article Catholic Education , U.S.A. - 196^ , Hochwalt
identified Catholic education by saying that "the immediate objectives
(of Catholic education) can be summed up under two prerequisites:
1. Growth in individual abilities needed for Christlike
living in our American society.
2. Development of understanding, attitudes, and habits
that will perfect the individual in his relationship with
God and the Church, his fellowraen, and the world in which he
lives."
The rapid increase of secularization in public schools toward
the end of the last century compelled Catholic prelates to convene at
Baltimore in 188^ and decree that the erection of parochial schools
in every parish was obligatory and that Catholics were obliged to send
their children there unless justified by the bishop to do otherwise.
Although Catholic parochial schools suffered lack of organiza-
tion when they started in 188*+, yet by the process of time they began
to be organized on the same pattern of public schools.
The bishop has supreme power over all educational matter in his
territory, which is derived directly from the Codex Juris Canonic!
.
However, due to manifold work of the diocese, the bishop delegates to a
superintendent all educational matter of the entire diocese.
^5
The major points of similarities which exist between public and
Catholic schools include: (1) the diocese, as the basic unit of respon-
sibility and control, corresponds to the State Department for Public
Instruction; (2) a functioning diocesan board and a superintendent which
function in much the same manner as does the State Board and State
Superintendent; (3) the loc:l parish which resembles the local school
district; (k) the parish priest who has practically the same functions
as the local superintendent; (5) the principals and teachers, all of
whom are appointed on bases of same qualities and certifications as
those of public schools*
The recent trend of Catholic schools is to be accredited with
the State Department of Public Instruction and follow the same program
of studies with the additional teaching of religion. This "companion"
system has already had success in Kansas where it has been working since
1958. This trend is seen in a few other states, such as Nebraska and
Missouri. This "companion" system, as Consignor Brown, the Catholic
Superintendent of Salina, remarked, "has brought a feeling of unity and
equality and not of separation or competition."
There was found to be a remarkable increase of both Catholic
schools and students during the decade from 1950 to i960. The states of
California, Illinois, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, New Jersey,
New York, Texas, and Wisconsin had the largest groups of Catholic church
membership, of parochial schools, and students. The least inhabited
states, such as Alaska, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, and Wyoming, have the
smallest number of Catholic church membership, parochial schools and
students.
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A careful study of Table IV showed that the areas which have the
highest Catholic church membership, have the greatest number of schools
and students.
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APPENDIX A
Secularization of American Education
"...Dates represent state constitutional provisions, statutes
or legal decisions. The capital letters are used to designate the
process of secularization as follows:
"F" [forbidding], "D" [denying], "P" [penalizing]
j
"A" [authorizing], the opposite.
For instance a "C" preceding a date in Column IV means that a
state constitutional provision denies public funds to denominational
institutions in that state t
A "D" preceding indicates that a statute or legal decision makes
the same denial.
A "G" preceding a date in Column IV means that public funds
62
were granted to religious institutions."
62
William Kailer Dunn, What Happened to Religious Education?,
(Baltimore: The John Hopkins Press, 195#), pp. 5-9.
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I II III IV V VI
Forbidding Forbidding Forbidding Denying public Denying Forbidding
sectarian use of sectarian the Bible. funds to de- use of religious
instruction books. Authorizing nominational the school- test.
in public Penalizing its use. institutions. house for Requiring
schools. Con- teacher or Requiring its Granting them. religious it. Con-
stitutional school using use. Exercises, Constitutional meetings. stitution
provisions them. Library religious. provisions Authorizing forbids
forbidding it. denied them. denying it it.
Autiiorizing
it.
them.
F1852 F1856
F1S54 F1876
F1903 C1854 C1901
C1875
F1852
F1879 C1910
F1901 F1913
FP1879 P1905
F1883L F1908L
P1895L P1913
F1913E D1879 D1895
D1883 C1910
F1901
Arkansas FI873 R1930 C1868 C1874 F1829
R1831
California F1855 C1879 F1855 F1924L
F1870L
G1851 C1879
D1855
C1876 F1883L A1927
C1876
A1856 A1902
A1872
C1876
Connecticut C1818
Delaware .... C1897
Florida A1869E
A1889E
C1887
FP1895 A1895
R1922E
C1868 CG1877 F1785 F1895
F1877
C1890 F1911
C1907 F1919
CP1890
F1907L
P1911
F1919
C1890 C1890
F1903
F1905
F1907
F1836 A1880
A1891E
F1910E C1870
D1872
D1837
D1888
A1872
A1879
A1909 F1835
F1836
F1837
F1840
F1853 . F1889 F1894 A1865 A1894 C1851 G1855 A1859
A1894
A1905 F1853
F1894
F1914
F1876 A1S73
A1884E
A1897 C1857
D1872
D1918 A1872 A1878 F1842
F1843
F1855
F1858
* F1847
F1876 F1897 F1905 A1876
A1904E
C1855
C1858
C1859 D1875
A1901
A1905
A1923
F1893 F1918
F1903
F1893
F1903L
F1904 A1905 C1850 C1S91 F1903
F1855 1 F1S70 A1870 F1915 C1864
C1868
C1879
C1894
C1898
F1855
F1916 A1854 C1820 A1817
A1834
Maryland F1872 G1818
Massachusetts . . . F1827 F1859 R1855 A1866E D1810 D1869 F1859
F1835 F1862 R1859 A1882 C1855 C1917 F1901
F1855 A1S62 A1901
Michigan A1898 C1835
C1850
D1897
C1901
F1837
F1855
Minnesota F1907 F1913 A1927 C1875 C1877 A1878
A1881
A1894 F1867
F1907
F1913
Mississippi F1922 F1892L F1906 A1870
A1878
CA1890 C1868
JD1879
C1890 A1S40 C1890
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I II III IV V VI
Forbidding Forbidding Forbidding Denying public Denying Forbidding
sectarian use of sectarian the Bible. funds to de- use of religious
instruction books. Authorizing nominational the school- test.
in public Penalizing its use. institutions. house for Requiring
schools. Con- teacher or Requiring its Granting them. religious it. Con-
stitutional school using use. Exercises, Constitutional meetings. stitution
provisions them. Library religious. provisions Authorizing forbids
forbidding it. denied them. denying it. it.
Authorizing
it.
them.
F1835 C1875 D1878 A1899 F1825 F1840
F1835 F1841
Montana F1S72 F1S95
F1S93
F1872L F1895L C1889 C1889
F1893
Nebraska F1S71 C1920
C1875
F1902 C1886 D19I4 F1857 F1881
F1871 C1920
C1864 F1900
F1S80 F1912
F1885 C1864 D1900
D1885
F1885.
New Hampshire .
.
F1842 F1S95 C1792 C1877 A1901
-
A1894
A1900
C1S75 D1881 F1881 F1900
New Mexico F1897 F1923 CI911 C191I
New York F1842 F1851 F1843 F1882 A1844 A1850 G1801 G1849 D1854 C1894F1784 F1826
F1844 F1844 G1813 D1850 D1864 D1922F1787 F1846
C1820 G1851 D1871 A1924
D1842 G1852
• DI844 D1853
North Carolina . .
.
. F1873 F1905 C1876
F18S1
North Dakota F1887 F1899F1891 A1887 C1889 A1899 F1883
F1891 A1890
Ohio F1872 A1925 C1851 A1906
F1917E
F1890 F1901
F1S95
F1908 A1S95 A1903 C1907 A1925 F1890
F1897
F1921
A1SSS C1857 A1917 F1876 F1902
Pennsylvania .... A1885
A1898
R1913 Penalty
G1789
G1837
G1842
G1849
C1874
D1894
D1897
F1911
Rhode Island .... C1843
South Carolina
. . . F1871 F1S70 C1868 C1894 A1921 F1873
South Dakota .... F1S87 F1919
F1903
A1887 A1903 C1889 D1891 F1903
F1899 A1925 C1870
F1870 F1881 A1907E C1845 C1876 F1S37 F18S1
F1839 F1913
Utah F1892 C1895 A1890
Virginia F1847 F1S47 . F1849 C1902 F1839 F1842
Washington F1S83 FP1883L
F1890L
F1918 C1889 D1890 F1890
West Virginia . . . R1866 C1872 A1887 A1906
Wisconsin C1848 F1S98
F1880
F18S3 F1890 C1848 D1890 A1875 D1915 F1857
F1866
F1880
F1898
Wyoming F1S86 F1891 C1889 F1886
C1889
F1890
F1891
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APPENDIX B
COUBSES IN EDUCATION TAKEN BY CATHOLIC HIGH-SCHOOL PRINCIPALS
Numbers and Percentages of High-School Principals
JP5
Who have taken Certain Courses in Education
Title of Course No. t
1. History of Education 194 80
2. Educational Psychology 182 75
3. Principles of Education 159 65
4. General Methods 149 61
5» Philosophy of Education 145 60
6. Special Methods 144 59
7. High-School Administration 121 50
8. Principles of Secondary Education 106 44
9. Educational Measurements 99 4l
10. Practice Teaching 97 40
11. Child Psychology 88 36
12. Elementary-School Administration 61 25
13. High-School Curriculum 55 23
14. School Supervision 5* 22
15. Educational Sociology 48 20
16. Mental Tests 48 20
17. Elementary-School Curriculum 41 17
18. Psychology of High-School Subjects 4o 16
19. Psychology of Adolescence 33 13
20. Psychology of Elementary-School Subjects 29 12
21. Junior High-School Organization & Administration 18 7
22. Experimental Education 13 5
23. Statistical Method 10 4
24. Vocational Guidance 9 4
25. Comparative iuducation 8 3
26. Industrial Education 6 2
27. Foreign School Systems 3 1
28. Educational Finance 2
Principal,
1
*Source: Francis Crowley, The Catholic Kigh-School
(New York: The Bruce Publishing Co. t 1935). p. 65.
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APPENDIX C
PROFESSIONAL COURSES WHICH WERE FOUND MOST BENEFICIAL
TO CATHOLIC PAROCHIAL HIGH-SCHOOL PRINCIPALS6
Name of Courses
Per Cent
Selecting
1. High-School Administration 8k
2. Supervision 73
3. Educational Psychology- kk
k. Child Psychology 39
5. High-School Curriculum 36
6. Principles of Secondary Education 29
7. Principles of Education 28
8. Philosophy of Education 25
9. Psychology of Adolescence 25
10. Qeneral Methods 25
11. Psychology of High-School Subjects 2k
12. Educational Measurements 21
13. Elementary-School Administration 19
!*, Mental Tests 18
In a discussion of the inportance of academic subjects, inost
principals listed the following ten subjects in order of utility:
(1) English; (2) Psychology; (3) History; (k) Latin; (5) Philosophy;
(6) Mathematics; (7) Sociology; (8) Commercial Work; (9) Public
Speaking; (10) Music.65
64
Source: Crowley, 0£. cit.
, p. 70.
5Ibid., Chap. IV.
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APPENDIX D
PRACTICAL RELATIONS OF THE DIOCESAN SUPERINTENDENT
WITH THE SCHOOL BOARD AND SUPERVISORS
Each teaching community in the diocese shall have a Community
Supervisor of Schools, who shall be under the direction of the Diocesan
superintendent of parish schools; the supervisors for Communities having
charge of five or more schools, are to be free from all other assignments
to duty.
The duties and powers of the diocesan superintendent of parish
schools shall be as follows:
1. The superintendent, being the executive officer of the school
board, shall act under the advice and direction of the diocesan board.
He shall have the general supervision of the parish schools.
2. He shall observe the work and discipline of the teachers
employed in the schools, and shall report to the Pastor and the execu-
tive committee of the School Board when he shall find any teacher
deficient or incompetent in the discharge of any school duties, or who
is not provided with a Diocesan Certificate.
3. The superintendent shall attend the meetings of the Executive
Committee of the Diocesan School Board, and shall submit to the
Executive Committee and the Board such matters as he may deem important.
After the close of the school year he shall prepare, as soon as possible,
an annual detailed report for publication.
k. He shall pay speci O. attention to the grading of the schools,
and shall see that the text-books adopted by the Diocesan School Board
are used.
5. As Executive Officer of the Board, he shall be accountable
for the general good condition of the parish schools, and shall in
every way practicable advise and stimulate the teachers in the perfor-
mance of their duties.
6. He shall have power to call meetings of the Community
Supervisors, of Acting Principals, and of the teachers, for lectures
and instructions on school work.
7. He shall have power to ask at any time for specimens of the
pupils' work in any of the grades, and may ask the teachers for their
methods of presenting the subject-matter proper to the grade. He
shall also be privileged to suggest better methods than those in use
whenever in his judgment an improvement can be made.
66 o
Burns, oj>. cit.
, pp. 20o, 209.
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Elimination of religion from public schools and the rapid growth
of secularization brought into existence the Catholic parochial schools'
system in the United States.
The purposes of this study were: (1) to outline briefly the
teachings of the Catholic Church as they pertain to education; (2) to
show historically how Catholic parochial schools, as known today, came
into existence in the United States; (3) to give a comprehensive idea
of how the Catholic parochial school system works in this country and
of how it is found at present from the standpoint of organization,
administration, and operation; (h) to identify the extent of existence
and operation of such Catholic schools in the United States.
The aim of Catholic education could be summarized in the words
of Pope Pius XI, namely, "to prepare man for what he must be here below
in order to attain the sublime end for which he was created." This is
achieved, as pointed out by Hochwalt, by "growth in individual
abilities needed for Christlike living" as well as by "development of
understanding, attitudes, and habits that will perfect the individual
in his relationship with God and the Church, his fellowmen, and the
world in which he lives."
The widespread of secularization in public schools toward the
end of the last century alarmed Catholic prelates to such an extent,
that they convened at Baltimore in l8Bk and decreed that every parish
throughout the country should have its own parochial school and that
Catholics were obliged to send their children to such schools unless
justified by the bishop to do otherwise.
At first Catholic parochial schools lacked organization, but as
time rolled on they began to be systecdzed on the same pattern of public
2schools. The bishop is invested with full authority by the Holy See over
all educational matter in his diocese. It is a common policy of the
United States bishops to delegate all educational matter to a diocesan
superintendent
.
Modern Catholic parochial schools are organized on a pattern
similar to public schools: (1) the diocese as the basic unit of
responsibility and control, corresponds to the State; (2) the functions
of the diocesan board and superintendent are similar to those of the
State Board and State Superintendent; (3) the local parish is equivalent
to the local school district; (k) the parish priest has more or less
the same function as the local superintendent; (5) the principals and
teachers are appointed on the basis of the same qualities and qualifica-
tions as those of public schools.
In recent years many Catholic schools sought to be accredited
with the State Department of Public Instruction. They follow the same
program of instruction as public schools, which is defined by the State
Board of Education, with the addition of the teaching of religion.
This gave rise to the "companion" system which has brought between
Catholic and Public schoolr: a "feeling of unity and equality and not of
separation or competition."
Catholic parochial schools are operating in every state of the
United States. There has been a notable increase of both Catholic
schools and students during the decade from 1950 to I960. The states
of California, Illinois, Massachusetts, Minnesota, New Jersey, New York,
Texas, and Wisconsin had the largest groups of Catholic church member-
ship, of parochial schools, and students. Areas which had the largest
Catholic church membership had the greatest number of Catholic schools
and students.
